Purpose: We performed a retrospective study to compare the accuracy between conventional CT staging and intraoperative staging for advanced gastric cance r. Materials and Methods: Sixty patients with advanced gastric cancer were included in this study during the recent 2 year-period. AII were pre-and postoperatively diagnosed as advanced gastric cancer. CTwas performed with G E 9800 and Somatom DR3 under conventional technique in 50 and with others in 10 referred patients. The CT staging for T and N category with emphasis on incurable factor , if not resected , were performed . And we compared the accuracy between conventional CT and intraoperative staging. The final histo-pathologic staging was used as a gold standard.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate preoperative staging of gastric cancer is essential to plan appropriate treament whether it is surgical or non -surgical (1) . However, accuracies of radiologic methods including computed tomography (CT) are still conflicting (2 , [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Therefore , unneccessoryexpl 이 aparotomy is still unavoidable.
On the other hand , recent studies revealed frequent errors even in intraoperative assessment which has been considered as the most reliable and final staging method (16 -19) . And Japanese Stomach Cancer Study Group is recently emphasing the importance of curative resection and proposing the criteria of incurable factor , if not resected , in gastric resection (20) .
In this study , we compared the accuracy of conventional CT and intraoperative staging for advanced gastric cancer with final patholog ic staging as a gold standard.
MATERIALS and METHODS
In a 26 -month period , we retrospectively studied 60 patients who had pathologically proved adenocar cinoma of stomach. 
RESULTS
Accurate estimate for T4 factor was possible in 76.9 % by CT and 86.2 % by intraoperative staging (Fig. 1 ) Overestimation rate for T4 was 9.3 % by CT and 6.1 % by operation , and underestimation rate was 13.8 % and 7.7 % respectively (Table 1 ) (Fig. 2, 3 ) . Pathologically proven T4 factors were invasion to pancreas(n= 10) , transverse colon(n= 5) , and liver(n = 2) (Fig. 2, 3) . Estimation of N status was accurate in 50 % by CT and 60 % by intraoperative staging. Overestimation rate for N was 18.3 % and 18.3 %, and underestimation rate was 31 .7 % and 21.7 % respectively ( Table 2) (Fig. 4) . Correct T and N staging was possible in 33 % by CT and 38% by intraoperative assessment (Table 3) .
DISCUSSION
An accurate preoperative staging of the most important prognostic factor of gastric cancer , such as depth of invasion(T) and Iymph node metastasis(~ιfor pl anning of appropriate treatment (1) , because overestimation may result in an unduly conservative operation and reduce the likel ihood of cure, whereas underestimation may lead to inappropriate radical surgery with risk(13)
The previous reports on the accuracy of conventional CT staging is somewhat conflicting(6 -16). Five out of twelve papers revealed pessimistic conclusions for CT' s role(2 , 13 -16) , while seven found CTto be useful (6 -12) . Major limitations of these optimistic data lie in retrospective evaluation with small sized materials and comparison with intraoperative surgical assessment as a gold standard. But recent prospective studies using pathologic staging as a gold standard has shown the low accuracy of conventional CT and intraopertive staging (19) . Our data has shown the agreement with recent pessimistic views for the role of preoperative conventional CT staging(2 , 13 -16). Their accuracies for T and/or N categories ranged from 45 % to 56 %, which were comparable with ours.
Accuracy for T in our study seems to be higher than T4 (17) Accurate ( Contrast-enhanced CT scan shows suspicious colonic wall thi ckening (arrowheads) without signilicant adjacemt omental inliltration probably due to collapsed bowel ; lalse negative on CT and true positive on operation b. Contrast-enhanced CT scan shows suspicious co lonic wall thickening (arrows) with prominent adjacemt omental inli ltration probably du e to colonic invasion ; lalse positive on CT and true negative on operation those of previous studies , because we excluded early Fig. 4 . Lymph node metastasis a. Contrast-enhanced CT scan shows equivocallow -attenuation lesion(arrow) , considered as partial volume effect of pancreas ; false negative celiac nodes on CT and true positive on operation b. Contrast-enhanced CT scan shows 1.5 cm sized , ovoid low -attenuation lesion adjacent to portal vein(arrow) ,suggested as hepatoduodenallymph node ; true positive hepatoduodenal node on CT and false negative on operation similar to other results. But our results revealed high underestimation rate in contrast to other reports(12 , 19) . It is suggested that the criteria of Iymph node involvement could have influenced on the difference. It deems neccessary to define more sophisticated criteria other than size category , including shape, multiplicity , inter-nal texture , or relation to the tumor mass.
Another purpose of this study is to assess the reliability of intraoperative surgical assessmen t. Intraoperative estimation of tumor infiltration and Iymph node metastases usually serve as major guidelines for decision about which operation should be performed in patients with gastric carcinoma. Type and magnitude of errors of intraoperative surgical staging in gastric cancer might be negligible if preoperatively conventional diagnostic procedures such as UGI , endoscopy, ultrasonography , CT were able to give a reliable information on extent of tumors (17) . Recent studies by Rhode , Madden , or Ziegler pointed outthe possibility of errors in intraoperative staging by comparing with histo -pathologic staging as a gold standard (16 -19). Rhode described that su rgical errors in staging depended on innumerable factors ; 1) . surgeon 's attitude towards staging 2) type of standardization or methods 3) difficulty to differentiate not advanced from more advanced at laparotomy and to ascertain the degree of invasiveness of advanced tumors 4) difficulty or, rather impossibility of differention between invaded and non -invaded structures , especially ifthere is a lot of inflammatory tissue surrounding the primary tumor (1?). Our data, which showed low accuracy with considerable over -or underestimation rates of intraoperative staging , support their opinion . Therefore , intraoperative staging alone could be insufficient in selecting the best surgical procedure for i ndividual patient (19) This study showed two points; 1) the significant limitations were found in accurate T/N staging for gastric cancer by conventional CT, similar to recent pessimistic results , 2) the considerable errors are possible by intraoperative assessment without standardized frozen section
In conclusion , conventional CT staging in advanced gastric cancer has potential limitations as well as intraoperative surgical assessment. Therefore , more reliable modalities or techniques such as dynamic scanning by spiral CT, high -resolution transabdominal , or endoscopic ultrasonography are required to complement a possible errors in intraoperative macrospcopic staging. Furthermore , histology -oriented surgical approach with standardized frozen sections ofT /N factor during operation seems essential for selecting the most appropriate surgical procedure , whether the aim of operation is curative or pall iative
